Dear NYU Students,

Exciting news! NYU is introducing a new learning management system (LMS) to better support in-person, blended, and online courses. **NYU LMS (Brightspace) is gradually replacing NYU Classes.** For most of you, NYU Classes will remain your online course environment for the spring 2021 semester. However, a select number of courses will use NYU LMS this spring, with the rest moving by the end of fall 2021. During the transition, some of you may have courses in both NYU Classes and NYU LMS.
Wait, how will I know where to find my courses?

- If you have a course in NYU LMS (Brightspace), you'll get an email with a link to the course once it’s active. You’ll also see a banner in NYU Classes.
- If you don’t see a banner in NYU Classes and did not receive an email, you don’t have a course in NYU LMS this semester, or your instructor has not made the course available yet.

I have a course in NYU LMS (Brightspace). Now what?

Like NYU Classes, you’ll use NYU LMS to:

- Find your syllabi, course materials, and upcoming assignments
- Submit coursework
- Join NYU Zoom class sessions
- Check important announcements

How do I get to my course site?

- Go to brightspace.nyu.edu or, from NYUHome, search for "LMS”.

Where can I learn more?

- For training resources and to learn how to get started, visit the NYU IT website.
- To find out how and why NYU chose the new LMS, visit nyu.edu/lms.
- Question about your NYU LMS (Brightspace) course? Contact the NYU IT Service Desk.

Sincerely,
Clay Shirky, Vice Provost for Educational Technologies
Ben Maddox, Chief Instructional Technology Officer

For assistance with NYU IT services, contact the NYU IT Service Desk.